~News Letter~
Upcoming AA Birthdays
October

Hughy
Doug
Dawn L
Al S
Rani
Lisa

Sunday Morning Group
Sunday Morning Group
Easy Does It Balmoral Group
Easy Does It Balmoral Group
Easy Does It Balmoral Group
Happy Hour Group

2020/10/25
2020/10/25
2020/10/25
2020/10/25
2020/10/25
2020/10/26

Hughy will celebrate 1 year
Doug will celebrate 29 years
Dawn L will celebrate 8 years
Al will celebrate 10 years
Rani will celebrate 15 years
Lisa will celebrate 2 years

Janet
Sharon
Ted
Tim
Eleanor
Leanna
Rick
Greg

Easy Does It Balmoral Group
Easy Does It Balmoral Group
Easy Does It Balmoral Group
Easy Does It Balmoral Group
Easy Does It Balmoral Group
Footprints Group
Footprints Group
Monday Nite Men’s Group

2020/11/29
2020/11/29
2020/11/29
2020/11/29
2020/11/29
2020/11/25
2020/11/25
2020/11/30

Janet will celebrate 2 years
Sharon will celebrate 7 years
Ted will celebrate 9 years
Tim will celebrate 10 years
Eleanor will celebrate 14 years
Leanna will celebrate 1 year
Rick will celebrate 42 years
Greg will celebrate 34 years

Kathy
Kevin
Roy
Kenny

Easy Does It Balmoral Group
Easy Does It Balmoral Group
Easy Does It Balmoral Group
Easy Does It Balmoral Group

2020/12/27
2020/12/27
2020/12/27
2020/12/27

Kathy will celebrate 3 years
Kevin will celebrate 6 years
Roy will celebrate 13 years
Kenny will celebrate 26 years

November

December

26th Annual

Ladies AA Christmas Party

To submit your groups events or news to the next issue of our
newsletter please email centraloffice@reddeeraa.org
by December 15th, 2020
WE ARE self supporting and can only accept contributions
from AA members. To contribute please email
centraloffice@reddeeraa.org Thank you for your support!

u!
Thank Yo

Central Office Red Deer would like to thank all the groups 20+
who have helped create the unity within the AA community.
The 35th AA Central Office seminar was held in Iowa this year
and it was Red Deer’s first time attending with a warm welcome from over 200
central offices world wide. We were able to learn how to serve the AA community
even better!
Here are some of the things we learned from the seminar and are working:
• Newsletters & Bulletins - Keeping our Groups Connected
• Online Services Websites & Technology
• Safety in AA - Liability Issues and Insurance
• Coordination with General Service Districts and Area Committees
• Financial Audits / Office Audits & Group Inventory
• Bookstores - What to sell and not sell - What’s the right Markup
• Speaker Meetings
• Contributions - Online Fundraising Do’s and Don’ts
• Employment Policies, pay scales and benefits - responsibilities and challenges
• Covid Effects-Newcomer/Old-Timer fellowship Unity & other effects
• Business Meeting - Policy & Communication Committees
• GSO-IG/CO-GV Lead Sessions
• Presentation by GSO and AAWS - Discussion & Other Questions
• Meeting Directories - Who Gets in and Who Doesn’t
• Intergroup/Central Office services to Groups - are they represented
• Small Offices under 75K Revenue - Management
• Anonymity & the Internet
• Carrying the AA Message to the Under-served - Accessibilities
• Articles of Inc/Bylaws and other legal documents
• Phones & 12th Step Calls - Day & Night Coverage
• Coordination & Cooperation with Neighboring Intergroups/Offices
• Using Quickbooks and Other Financial Tools
• Grapevine Presentation/Discussion
Next year’s Central Office Seminar will take place in Rhode Island. If you are
interested in attending (may be in person or online September 2021) please
email or call or text Red Deer Central Office.
Thank you for your continued support for the newcomer
and all AA members and groups!

NEW ONLINE AA MEETING
FRIENDS OF AA AT NOON
TUESDAY THURSDAY AND SATURDAYS

UNITY FELLOWSHIP & FUN
Call 587 377 1117 for details
Suggestions always welcome at Central Office.
What would your groups like to see as a service, event,
newsletter contributions?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR A NAME FOR OUR NEWSLETTER
PLEASE EMAIL OR TEXT YOUR SUGGESTIONS TO
centraloffice@reddeeraa.org or 587-377-1117
THANK-YOU

83418728407
Pw 511374
Friends of AA at noon
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83418728407

On ZOOM
FREE AA PAMPHLETS WITH EVERY LITERATURE ORDER

Central office is fully stocked with all your literature AA medallion/chips etc. needs.
We are fully self supporting through support of AA groups and members
Central Office is operated by AA members, serves AA members, and is
financially funded by AA members. Thank you!
We sincerely thank you for your support as this is passed on to the newcomer!
And New York is our supplier; you’re supporting them, too.
STAY WELL! 😊

DUE TO COVID-19 OUR OFFICE IS OPEN FRIDAYS 10 AM – NOON

TEXT OR EMAIL TO BOOK ANOTHER TIME: Please text or call 587-377-1117 or email centraloffice@reddeeraa.org

RED DEER CENTRAL OFFICE

AA WORD SEARCH
Email completed form to
centraloffice@reddeeraa.org

First person to do so receives an AA book

Central Office Red Deer new location is the
Old Court House downtown Red Deer
and Red Deer Central Office celebrated ONE YEAR
September 2020 because of overwhelming support!

AAWS encourages ordering of literature and other items
via your local groups, Intergroups and
Central Offices. We are non-profit with a
spiritual aim passed on to the newcomer.

Thank you Red Deer and area groups! Please call to book
a time to visit us: 587- 377 - 1117
We are open Fridays 10 am – Noon
Central Office is a Service for AA members and potential
members which began in Red Deer in September 2019
through AA World Services and several AA groups.
If you need to meet privately with your
sponsor/sponsee you may book Central Office
October 2020 Red Deer AA — See reddeeraa.org

Mondays .............. three in Person meetings
Tuesdays .............. one in person
Wednesdays ........ one in person
Thursdays ........... one in person
Fridays .................. one in person
Saturday .............. two in person
Sunday ................. one in person
Mondays .............. one online
Tuesdays .............. NEW ONE ONLINE
Wednesdays ........ one online
Thursdays ........... two online + NEW ONE ONLINE
Fridays .................. one online
Saturdays ............ NEW ONE ONLINE
Sundays ............... one online

Meetings please check with local groups as groups status can change
at anytime. 587-377-1117 for current info.

The Little Big Book Prayer Book, The Little Big
Book Quote Book, Milestone Medallions, Book
Marks, and more. Big Books available in over
74 languages and accessibilities workbook
for special needs.
Call for prices.
ASL Big Book now available!

Announcing a New Grapevine Book available!

NO MATTER WHAT

Dealing with Adversity in Sobriety
All recovering alcoholics have had to deal with
adversity throughout sobriety. Especially now, during
these unprecedented times, we may find ourselves
experiencing a whole new level of adversity. The
situation could be a serious illness, death of a loved
one, divorce, financial hardships — perhaps the
trouble is not even from an outside force, but comes
from within, like resentment or anger. Despite the
fear, pain or self-pity we experience when we go
through these times, drinking is not an option. This collection of
stories shows how AA members have worked the Twelve Steps and embraced
the Fellowship to deal with tough issues. For yourself, or someone going
through a rough situation, this book will inspire its reader with real accounts
of AA members dealing with adversity.

New Grapevine Book available “Dealing with Adversity” $18

Why Support Central Office Red Deer?
There are nearly 700 central/intergroup offices throughout
the world performing vital A.A. services. These constitute a
network of service outlets and A.A. contacts to help carry the
A.A. message.

Please see our virtual
NEWCOMERS welcome package
on Our website: reddeeraa.org

Please look under: > AA Resources and/or Literature

Central Office fulfills:
• put you in direct contact with Alcoholics Anonymous in
just about any area
• answer inquires from those seeking help.
• refer you to a nearby group, where sponsorship may be
arranged, or have a twelfth stepper contact them.
• maintain a convenient location where our volunteers
coordinate local AA services.
• publish and distribute up-to-date lists of meetings and
other information about local AA services.
• sell AA Conference-approved literature and other
spiritual/recovery related materials.
• circulate and exchange information among all the A.A.
groups in the community.
• provide “exchange” meetings, where group program
chairpersons meet regularly to exchange meetings with
other groups.
• be an ideal contact with those in the community seeking
information about A.A.
• maintain contact with local groups in correctional facilities
and treatment facilities, offering literature and prerelease
A.A. contacts and arranging for A.A. speakers and visitors
to meetings.
• publish a periodic distribution to A.A. groups in the form
of a monthly newsletter.
• Your support goes to the newcomer and AAWS which is
our main supplier and resource
• You’re supporting local AA and enhancing unity in the AA
community.

Read the
Big Book
Online

Questions & Answers on Sponsorship

What is Sponsorship?
READ MORE: www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p-15_Q&AonSpon.pdf
To The Newcomer:
IF YOU WANT TO DRINK, THAT’S YOUR BUSINESS.
IF YOU WANT TO STOP, THAT’S OURS.
Alcoholics Anonymous is an international fellowship of
men and women who have had a drinking problem. It is
nonprofessional, self-supporting, multiracial, apolitical,
and available almost everywhere. There are no age or
education requirements. Membership is open to anyone who
wants to do something about his or her drinking problem.

FEATURED ARTICLE WRITTEN BY ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEMBERS
“SPONSORSHIP”
What is sponsorship? Alcoholics
responsibility the group as a whole

Anonymous began with sponsorship.
When Bill W., only a few months
sober, was stricken with a powerful
urge to drink, this thought came to
him: “You need another alcoholic to
talk to. You need another alcoholic
just as much as he needs you!”
He found Dr. Bob, who had
been trying desperately and unsuc
cessfully to stop drinking, and out of
their common need A.A. was born.
The word “sponsor” was not
used then; the Twelve Steps had
not been written; but Bill carried
the message to Dr. Bob, who in
turn safeguarded his own sobriety
by sponsoring countless other
alcoholics. Through sharing, both
of our co-founders discovered, their
own sober lives could be enriched
beyond measure.

What does A.A. mean by
sponsorship? To join some
organizations, you must have a
sponsor — a person who vouches for
you, presents you as being suitable
for membership. This is definitely not
the case with A.A. Anyone who has
a desire to stop drinking is welcome
to join us! In A.A., sponsor and
sponsored meet as equals, just as Bill
and Dr. Bob did.

Essentially, the process of
sponsorship is this: An alcoholic
who has made some progress
in the recovery program shares
that experience on a continuous,
individual basis with another
alcoholic who is attempting to attain
or maintain sobriety through A.A.
When we first begin to attend A.A.
meetings, we may feel confused and
sick and apprehensive. Although
people at meetings respond to our
questions willingly, that alone isn’t
enough. Many other questions occur
to us between meetings; we find that
we need constant, close support
as we begin learning how to “live
sober.” So we select an A.A. member

with whom we can feel comfortable,
someone with whom we can talk
freely and confidentially, and we ask
that person to be our sponsor.
Whether you are a newcomer
who is hesitant about “bothering”
anyone, or a member who has been
around for some time trying to go it
alone, sponsorship is yours for the
asking. We urge you: Do not delay.
Alcoholics recovered in A.A. want to
share what they have learned with
other alcoholics. We know from
experience that our own sobriety is
greatly strengthened when we give
it away!
Sponsorship can also mean the

has for helping the newcomer.
Today, more and more alcoholics
arriving at their first A.A. meeting
have had no prior contact with A.A.
They have not telephoned a local
A.A. intergroup or central office; no
member has made a “Twelfth Step
call” on them. So, especially for such
newcomers, groups are recognizing
the need to provide some form of
sponsorship help. In many successful
groups, sponsorship is one of the
most important planned activities
of the members. Sponsorship
responsibility is unwritten and
informal, but it is a basic part of
the A.A. approach to recovery from
alcoholism through the Twelve Steps.
Sponsorship can be a longterm
relationship.
We hope that this pamphlet
will provide answers to some of the
often-asked questions about the
rewarding two-way street called
sponsorship — for people who
may be seeking sponsors; for A.A.
members who want to share their
sobriety through sponsorship; and
for groups that wish to develop
sponsorship activity (see What
procedures can a group set up to
sponsor new members? page 23).
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ponsorship is an integral part of
y Sponsor has been there for me sharing we help one another heal. I am not
recovery. When selecting a sponsor, it
when I needed her. She has been sure I would have found this anywhere else
is wise to select someone who you identify there to help guide me through the steps except AA.
with. The person should also have been and she has always shown me kindness I was also taught never to take credit for
through the steps while continuing to and compassion. She has shown me I can someone else’s sobriety because I sure don’t
practice the principles of the program in believe in myself, that I am worthy, and I want to take the credit for a slip of theirs
his/her life . . . One Day At Time. A good do have value and I can be a part of society. either. I do encourage people to get involved
sponsor has a sponsor, attends meetings, She inspires me to want more for myself.
in service as it helps one get involved in AA
has a home group and is actively involved AA member 3 years sober
and give back. The best thing one can do for
in service. It is also key that
another alcoholic is to stay
the person clearly lives a
sober themselves and carry
full, happy and sober life. It
the message by example.
is also important to choose
AA Member 24 years sober
someone who is not afraid
to tell you the truth. Telling
people what they need to
ith my addiction
hear is crucial in recovery.
to
alcohol
my
Telling people what they
thoughts seemed to be
want to hear is not going
on a happy go lucky path,
to help. Being a sponsor
until happenings in my life
is an honor. There is no
were slowly turning my
greater gift than to work
dreams sour. I needed an
with others and watch
immediate wake up call. I
the transformation from
required family support, a
brokenness to healthy,
lawyer a treatment center
successful living take place.
Alcoholics
Anonymous
On the flip side, it can be
and sincere willingness on
heartbreaking to work with
my part. I slowly began
those who don’t make it.
to find myself with a new
Experience Strength Hope on Sponsorship!
It is highly recommended
attitude towards life.
I
Written by AA members locally and across Canada
that women stick with
did what was suggested by
women and men with men.
the AA program. I finally
True sponsorship is about two alcoholics
y sponsor was the kindest lady at the realized I only had one life to live and I
sharing their experience, strength, and
ladies meeting, I was afraid of rejection wasn’t doing a very good job of it. I let me
hope with each other on an equal basis. so I asked her and I had heard her speak and ego deflate and asked help with my sobriety.
The acronym for a sponsor sums it up liked what she said, she seemed to be in the I required guidance into the 12 steps of AA.
nicely . . . SPONSOR Sober Person Offering solution. Our first meeting I knew I had to With careful thought and observations,
Newcomers Suggestions on Recovery.
tell her this deep secret and she helped me I finally mustered up enough courage to
AA Member 25 years sober
get it out by sharing an experience of hers. I ask a knowledgeable honest dedicated |AA
felt better and she continued to help me heal member to be my sponsor. A sponsor is not
through the steps. My higher power gets a therapist or to be domineering but to be
pon arrival at a meeting, it’s suggested the credit for my sobriety and my sponsor suggestive in the application of the steps
the Newcomer get a Sponsor to help gets credit for sticking by me and listening. sharing experience strength and hope with
them through the steps. It’s encouraged I am still so grateful for her today after all each other.
that the Newcomer to find someone who these years although we don’t talk as often This was my true beginning of honestly. We
they feel comfortable and confident with, as we should, I know she likes to help lots of had many joyful laughable conversations
it may take a few meetings to find the ladies and I know she is still helping others. and the odd tear drop My sponsor has
right connection.
When the Sponsor I am honored to be a sponsor and I receive such a positive influence with charismatic
and Sponsee meet, it’s important that it’s so many gifts in this. I always remember that attributes and an ability to turn my questions
understood they are equals, like one friend a good sponsor helps that person find their into my own actions. So I am required to
helping another.
higher power and it’s important to help the search for my own answers followed my
When meeting, it’s good to read the Big person with the steps so they can become positive change of interpretations. My
Book together and for the Sponsor to share strong themselves and pass it on. We must sponsor guides me in a clear direction
some of their story. When going through give it away unconditionally to keep it.
which simply builds better confidence and
the steps, meeting each week can give time I am glad sponsorship is a big part of AA self esteem and an understanding of the
for writing and reflection. It’s best for because it encourages people to reach out. AA program. This person is much more
Sponsor not to allow Sponsee to become It’s important to remember your sponsor than a sponsor. We have grow not true
too dependent on them, encouraging them can’t be there 24/7 for you, you must have trustworthy friends with absolute integrity.
to attend different meetings, and call upon the ability to get strong and make decisions., We have become each other confidant with
others in the group as well. Sponsorship your sponsor isn’t a bank, lawyer, landlord, many other commonalities besides, AA I
is a wonderful way to work the 12th step employer or a counsellor it’s important to am so fortunate.
and experience gratitude for the gift we give what we have learned as experience not I live in a beautiful world today happy joyous
have received.
necessarily advice. Sponsors and sponsees and fee. Many thanks to my wonderful
AA member 12 years sober
travel this sobriety road together and let family. My true friend the people of AA
each other get to know them better through and the AA program so you decide for
their story, and we become great friends yourself if a sponsor may promote your
most times. I am an open book today because wellbeing and contribute to your sobriety I
of some of the stuff I was able to share and am truly grateful.
let go of and feel that I wasn’t alone and in AA Member 12 years sober
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AA SPONSORSHIP
MY EXPERIENCE WITH SPONSORSHIP.
things with her in confidence.
ponsorship is probably one of the most
hat is a sponsor?
What my sponsor was not, was a banker,
important parts of the AA program
A sponsorship is some person that reminder, nurse, psychologist, taxi or
from my experience. Whether it’s picking a will guide you through the suggested steps babysitter. Yet she did very occasionally,
sponsor or being a sponsor, each one relies . A person that won’t judge you or gossip do these things when she saw that I was
on the other. My sponsor has helped me about you. A person you can reach out to serious about the program. She made it
through the rigors of being a sponsor as with the same common problem. They will clear, as the months wore on, that I was in
well as the biggest part, getting me started call you on your wrong doings. A person training; that it was not all about me but
in the program.
that will not enable . A person you can talk about the women out there who, one day,
When first in the rooms you hear “get to about your step work . a person you can I could help.
a sponsor” a lot. Getting a sponsor right trust with all walks of life . A person to help I felt, at last, like I was needed, useful and
away is very important, at least in my you in your recovery but you have to put cared about. I’ve always tried to remember
experience as a new comer. I had questions in the work. Having a sponsor saves lives how Mary sponsored me, when I am
upon questions upon questions. It’s very and will help you Stay away from 1st drink. working with my own sponsees. I hope that
helpful to be able to talk to someone about I love my Sponsorship A person to teach I am at least half the sponsor she was.
any questions you have. Getting a sponsor you understand that the program of action AA Member 28 years sober
right away doesn’t mean
you have to always have
WHAT IS SPONSORSHIP?
that person as a sponsor
ponsorship is guidance
either.
If you find for
for the new person in
whatever reason you need a
the
A.A. way of life.
different sponsor, sponsors
Many A.A. groups at the
understand that it’s part
close of each meeting
of the process. For me I
ask the question If any
was lucky enough to pick
person here does not have
a sponsor right off the bat
a sponsor, please see the
that knew and understood
Secretary after the meeting
me in ways I didn’t even
and he or she will appoint
understand myself. I was
a temporary sponsor. As
very good at making each
a result of this statement
step as complicated as
sponsorship becomes a
I possibly could and my
subject mentioned every
sponsor was amazing at
time a group meets. It also
taking that and making it
is a reminder to all members
very simple. I needed that
of their responsibility to
so much because looking
become a sponsor.
Experience Strength Hope on Sponsorship!
back I believe I wanted it to
An old saying was that
be complicated so I could
Written by AA members locally and across Canada
“Sponsor need not be a
quit. My sponsor wouldn’t
person who practices what
let that happen. Every step
he preaches, but rather should be one who
of the way I had a ton of questions and A person that teach you understand the
preaches what he practices.”
he answered them as he had experienced 12 steps and traditions. A person who
I try to be as honest as I can with newcomers
them. A sponsor above all else I believe is will never break your And Anonymity no even though his feelings may be hurt. In
there to help you.
matter what. A person who be there no growth there is always pain. I try to be a good
My sponsor became a life long friend for expect anything in return. Best thing about listener which is vital.
me and confidant in more ways than I can a person is you don’t have pay them money AA Member of 54 years.
count. In my experience having a sponsor if that was case i would not be alive. You
is one of the main reasons this program should feel you could talk to your sponsor
works. It’s a lineage, his sponsor taught about anything. They help you have quality
THE BLESSING OF SPONSORSHIP
him things, that were taught to him by his of a sober life. They teach you stay in the
rior to joining AA, I prided myself on
sponsor and so on, and I get to reap all that solution. I thank you and I thank AA and
my independence. I wore it like a badge
experience and knowledge and then pass they still you how to be grateful.
of honor. It symbolized strength, power
it to anyone I sponsor. It’s a beautiful and AA member 20 months
and resilience. The more I could do on my
humbling experience. For this Alcoholic, it
own, the more capable I believed I was.
was a part of the program that also taught
Unfortunately, this in not how recovery
me to be humble. I didn’t know it all, and
y own original sponsor told me, in my from addiction works. We do not get better
I wasn’t the person with all the answers. I
first year, that her job was to teach on our own. We are a social species. My
needed help and I’m eternally grateful for me to be a good sponsor one day. “It’s all independence slowly eroded away into
my sponsor.
about making yourself ready to carry the loneliness, despair and isolation. I was quite
AA Member 8 years sober
message”, she said. She did this in several unapproachable to friends and family at
ways: she helped me ‘learn’ the Big Book this point in the progression of my alcoholic
and 12x12. She answered my questions as disease. I had past the point of no return. I
I went through each step (she refused to was powerless yet could not admit it. I was
remind me to do them and honestly, she too embarrassed, ashamed and broken to
didn’t have to). Next M___ took me along talk to anyone.
on A LOT of 12th step calls, even when I Members of the AA Fellowship got it. I was
was newly sober and she taught me that she matched up with a SPONSOR who I could
is NOT responsible for my sobriety- I am. talk to. It took a bit of time to get the right
She never broke my trust when I shared fit for both of us. This person miraculously
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understood firsthand what I was going
or me, when I entered the rooms of what it was like hearing for the first time
through. They had had similar or nearly
AA, I did not understand the workings that my sponsee went back out. I listened
identical thoughts, feelings and behaviours of the program, including sponsorship. enough to know that I could not control
in their addiction. We got along. We clicked. When I finally had my wits about me, my that, and I wasn’t responsible, it still made
We connected as I never had before with higher power had already put her in my me sad, but it didn’t devastate me. I had to
friends or family members who had tried so path, and she took me to my very first learn when to step back and not let it affect
desperately to save me from my self-will. She meeting. Sponsorship played a key role in my sobriety, because with out that, than
shared her experience, strength and hope my sobriety. Was I scared that I could not I would have nothing to offer, there were
with me. We like to meet about once a week live up to this person’s expectations, even many firsts in my sponsorships, and I am
individually for coffee. We do meditation/ though I was unaware of what they even sure there will be many more. I realized if
prayer readings, share our personal journey were!? Indeed, I was. She told me things I would have let fear hold me back, I would
writing and work the 12 Steps of recovery. like; you need to honor your commitments, have missed out on so much. The fears like;
I feel exceedingly rejuvenated, refreshed be on time, you know more than you what if I’m not good enough, what if I can’t
and understood by another human being. think you do, you need to be around good help them, what if I fail, the list could go
I believe I am helping her sobriety journey sobriety. The biggest change I experienced on and on, I would have missed out on a
as well.
was that my perception of god would beautiful friendship. It was tough decision
In all honesty, we are truly healing one change. But once that happened, I was on to make about taking on a sponsee, but
another. That is how it works in AA. Our my way, and this would be life changing for we forged a strong bond. This was a great
12th Step states this. However, there are me. I wanted my sobriety so bad; I did all learning experience for me, we both grew
boundaries. Sponsors are not to be taken the things that were suggested, all the steps in the relationship, and I learned there
advantage of. They are not for a place to I was told to take, but it was really a choice is so much more to being a sponsor, but
stay, to borrow money from or simply getting of wanting to live or die, and I chose to live. you must experience it by doing it. There
free rides. You are required
are not enough words to
to do your own work. Be
explain what a beautiful
willing to put as much
gift all of this has been. The
effort into working with
words “you have to give it
your sponsor as you were
away to keep it” will always
into your addiction and I
resonate with me.
guarantee the relationship
AA Member 5 years sober
with blossom exponentially.
A business does not sponsor
an athlete if they do not
show up for the big game,
A FEW THOUGHTS ON
neither does a sponsor.
SPONSORSHIP
They do not chase you.
hen
I
was
a
Accountability is important.
newcomer in AA, I
For myself, it was even down
kept hearing people talk
to showing consideration by
about the importance of
being on time. I was never
getting a sponsor.
late when the liquor store
It took awhile listening
opened at 10 am; no good
at meetings to start to
excuse to be late for 10 am
understand what exactly
to meet my sponsor. She
a sponsor was. I was
Experience Strength Hope on Sponsorship!
is giving her time freely
intrigued for sure. The
Written by AA members locally and across Canada
to help me achieve lasting
loneliness and frustrations
sobriety.
Sponsors
are
of living sober with nothing
special individuals who donate their energy, From the very beginning my sponsorship to dull all my twisted emotions, anger and
caring and knowledge to save the lives of helped me lay down the foundation for my fear were proving to be a heavy load to
other alcoholics. Our relationship in built sobriety. She was gentle, but tough when carry into this new life that I was trying to
on a foundation of mutual respect, caring it was required. She had completed all her create for myself and my family.
and love. It works simply, effectively, and steps; she was very active in all aspects of Unfortunately, my fear of rejection kept
very well.
AA, a true go getter, who taught me the me from asking anyone for help for almost
I will always remember my first AA meeting. I principles of AA. In the beginning, I did not two years. I stayed sober going it alone. I
walked in and was greeted by a lady who had always like to hear what I was hearing, but I fumbled my way through the steps and
come directly from work. She was all dressed have grown to love the program. It has also attended meetings when I felt like it. To be
up as she handed me my welcome package. taught me that a sponsor is not your keeper, completely honest I’m surprised that I was
I remember thinking “Wow. She dedicates they are your guide. They take pleasure able to stay away from the first drink.
her time here too?” I am very proud to say in watching you grow, and watching you Finally, pain was a motivator to reach out
that this woman is my sponsor. She is one share your experience, strength, and hope and ask a lady that had some long-term
of my favorite people in the world and I with others. Most of all I learned that no sobriety if she would sponsor me. She said
love her dearly. I was terrified the first day I one can keep you sober, that is between you yes, and I breathed a sigh of relief!
came to AA however, my Higher Power had and your higher power.
There’re simply just certain things that a
a plan. I was blessed with meeting a woman When I became a sponsor, I was very afraid person doesn’t feel comfortable sharing in
who would shape, influence and join my life’s of doing the wrong thing, but with the help a meeting, but with a trustworthy sponsor,
journey in most joyous way.
and guidance of my sponsor I was able to a person can really start to unload some
I am forever grateful to God, my sponsor do it. I learned that this does not mean I stuff and gain some healthy perspective and
and all the sponsor’s in the Fellowship of take on my sponsees life problems. My accountability. I believe that its important
Alcoholics Anonymous
purpose is to help the alcoholic, and I had to understand what a sponsor is and is not.
AA Member 8 months sober
to learn to separate the two. I remember Sponsors are fellow alcoholics that have
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worked through and hopefully have a
good understanding of the 12 steps. They
are there to listen and guide you as you
work through the steps toward recovery,
to encourage you and to call you on your
bull when needed. A sponsor is not your
new BFF, your bank, or your taxi service.
They don’t have the answers to all of
our problems, in fact one of the things I
value most about my own sponsor is that
she always encourages me to rely on and
pursue my relationship with my higher
power, whom I choose to call God.
I have learned what it looks like to give
of your time and energy to share your
experience, strength, and hope with no
expectations of anything in return. I am
so grateful that those that came before me
have stayed to carry the message. I think I
will do the same.
AA Member 17 years sober
SPONSORSHIP,
houghts on sponsorship
from one alcoholic to
another. This is the most
required
relationship
in the fellowship in my
opinion. It is by having this
one on one relationship
where it has taught me to
become vulnerable and
where I have been able to
gain the most growth in
my sobriety. Having that
one person who knows
everything about me leaves
me free to build healthy
relationships through all
areas of my life. I searched
out the person that I so
wanted to emulate, and I
was open to letting them
lead me, and to how they
got there.
AA Member 29 years sober
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ponsorship..... I am grateful for the
years of loving direction, listening and
spiritual gifts my sponsor has shared with
me by helping me see and accept myself,
and as she helped me work the steps with
honesty I began to heal and become the
woman that Creator/God wants me to be.
Sponsorship has given me the opportunity
to share what was so freely gifted to me, for
that I am honored and grateful.
AA Member 18 years sober

happen when you get there? A Sponsor
has already travelled this path and most
probably has encountered the things
that we will. Sponsors should bring their
experience,strength and hope from which
A.A. has given them.
I struggled with what I could write about
Sponsorship,so many different avenues
to explore. I was recently asked about
reaching out to someone on someone else’s
behalf and the reply I received brought
to me a wondrous feeling. The reply was
“ when anyone,anywhere reaches out
for help I want the hand of A.A. always
less the people whom came before to be there and for that I am responsible
us,these people I believe God brought “. This to me is the groundwork for
forth to make a difficult journey a little Sponsorship,being there for people to say
bit easier. This new path that we have thank you to those who helped us. I didn’t
chosen has already been travelled by many understand the Steps when I first saw
before us, who learned from the people them and honestly for sometime they were
before them. How frightful the thought really just sentences which I didn’t really
of going somewhere and not exactly understand,sure I had my idea but I needed
sure where you are going and what will to let go of my best thinking and maybe
let someone help me who
actually knows what the
Steps are really about.
Getting sober and staying
sober isn’t easy some days
but again imagine a new
life where you/I don’t need
to be alone anymore with
our thoughts and feelings.
Imagine a life full of hope
and love,these things I
could only dream before
but with the help of my
Sponsor who guided me
through the Steps just
as he had been guided
made this journey just a
bit easier. Remember if
you are new to recovery,if
you take time to look over
your shoulder,there maybe
Experience Strength Hope on Sponsorship!
someone newer who needs
Written by AA members locally and across Canada
what you have.
AA Member 15 years sober
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Suggestions always welcome at Central Office.
What would your groups like to see as a service, event,
newsletter contributions?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR A NAME FOR OUR NEWSLETTER
PLEASE EMAIL OR TEXT YOUR SUGGESTIONS TO
centraloffice@reddeeraa.org or 587-377-1117
THANK-YOU

FREE AA PAMPHLETS WITH EVERY LITERATURE ORDER

Central office is fully stocked with all your literature AA medallion/chips etc. needs.
We are fully self supporting through support of AA groups and members
Central Office is operated by AA members, serves AA members, and is
financially funded by AA members. Thank you!
We sincerely thank you for your support as this is passed on to the newcomer!
And New York is our supplier; you’re supporting them, too.
STAY WELL! 😊

AAWS encourages ordering of literature and other items via your local groups,
Intergroups and Central Offices.
We are non-profit with a spiritual aim passed on to the newcomer.
The Little Big Book Prayer Book, The Little Big Book Quote Book, Milestone Medallions, Book Marks,
and more. Big Books available in over 74 languages and accessibilities workbook for special needs.
Call for prices.
ASL Big Book now available!

DUE TO COVID-19 OUR OFFICE IS OPEN FRIDAYS 10 AM – NOON

TEXT OR EMAIL TO BOOK ANOTHER TIME: Please text or call 587-377-1117 or email centraloffice@reddeeraa.org

